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2015 STEMposium Summary
On Wednesday, May 27, over 150 students from regional middle and high
schools showcased their STEM projects at the 2nd annual Spokane STEMposium held on the Washington State University Spokane campus. Five students were awarded college scholarships. In addition, 44 students earned superior awards.
The Spokane STEMposium is a one-day event providing middle and high
school students the opportunity to present their STEM projects in a conference setting. There were two tracks. Track A was scholarship competition for
grades 11-12. Track B was non-scholarship competition for grades 6-12. Project entries included three-dimensional posters and PowerPoint presentations. Projects were evaluated by industry experts.
The Spokane STEMposium is designed to:
1. Encourage students to do real scientific investigations or explore engineering concepts and inventions.
2. Provide students a forum to share their projects with their peers.
3. Create a setting of presentations and poster exhibits where students learn
from each other about real life issues and concrete actions they can use to
address these issues.
4. Enable students, through their active participation, to demonstrate their
mastery of the WA State Office of Public Instruction (OSPI) Next
Generation Science Standards.
5. Complete culminating projects for seniors, if applicable.
Coordinators for the Spokane STEMposium consist
of scientists, engineers,
communicators and educators. The Spokane STEMposium is the product of
merging several programs
in the region - Spokane
Youth Environmental Conference (SYEC), Inland
NW Science Symposium,
and Project Lead The Way.
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2015 Scholarship Recipients


WSU College of Science, $3,000
Anisa Allaet—Ferris High School, Spokane, WA……………....7



WSU College of Science, $2,000
Zachary Rost—Rogers High School, Spokane, WA…………..18



$1,000 towards admission to college of choice
Jessica Goodman—Wilbur High School, Wilbur, WA……….....9



$750 towards admission to college of choice
Preston Novak—Hellgate High School, Missoula, MT…………16



$500 towards admission to college of choice
Dylan MacArthur-Waltz—Hellgate High School, Missoula, MT..13

More STEMposium photo booth fun!

STEMposium Keynote Speakers
Mobius Science Center brought fun STEM science for the Track A scholarship
opening session. Their fascinating demonstrations covered various science
principles including chemistry, combustion and air.
Radical Rick provided extreme science demonstrations for the Track B nonscholarship opening session. His exciting demonstrations included principles
of forces, optical illusions, heat, flight, pressure, chemistry and electricity. He
introduced aspects of STEM that can be observed in our everyday world.
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Presentations & Faces @ Spokane STEMposium 2015
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

Assessing the Neuroprotective Effect of T-Type Calcium Channel Inhibitors on Paclitaxel-Induced Neuropathy
Olivia Adams
Hellgate High School
Missoula, MT
ABSTRACT
Human neuroblastoma (SH-SY5Y) cells have been shown to
differentiate into
neurons after exposure to retinoic acid. In
this study the neuroprotective effect of two T-type calcium
channel blockers on Paclitaxel-induced neurotoxicity was examined using SH-SY5Y cells. The cytotoxicity assay was
found for T-type calcium channel blockers NMP331 and
NMP332, as was the cytotoxicity assay for co-administration
of T-type calcium channel blockers NMP331 and NMP332
and taxol in non-differentiated SH-SY5Y cells.

Innovative Work—Presentation

Specialized Chair Hammer Throwing in Special Olympics Track &
Field
Siniva Areta
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
The hammer throw is an event in Track and Field that is heavily reliant on the use of
the legs. With the help of a chair, it is possible that an individual who has had their
leg(s) amputated or has had paralysis from the waist down to be able to throw the
hammer with efficiency. For this project, a chair must be created that provides the athlete the ability to use as much of their body as possible. In addition, it must be safe as
well as adjustable for different types of bodies.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

The Effects of Caffeine on Aquatic Life
Anisa Allaet
Ferris High School,
Spokane, WA
Scholarship Recipient: WSU College of Science $3000
ABSTRACT
This project tested to determine the effect of caffeine on aquatic life, furthermore it
was used to determine at what concentration caffeine becomes toxic or harmful to
aquatic life. Brown planaria and various solutions of anhydrous caffeine powder were
used in this experiment. The hypothesis was, if planaria are constantly submerged in
caffeinated water concentrations, over time they will become stressed (i.e. lethargic,
delayed, other abnormal behaviors or death) because caffeine in moderate concentrations is harmful to them. Brown planaria were placed
in five different concentrations of caffeine and closely
monitored over a twelve day period. The concentrations were 0,1.0*10−6M, 1.0*10−5M , 1.0*10−4M ,
1.0*10−3M. Each day the water color, number of
deaths, response to a stimulus and movement in each
beaker were recorded into data tables. The results on
day twelve showed that there were greater levels of
stress on the planaria in higher concentrations of caffeine than in the control and lower concentrations. Because of the results it was determined that brown planaria in the higher concentrations of caffeine were being stressed (delayed response to a stimulus, increased number of deaths and dismal to no movement) because of the caffeine.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

Developing a Program to Identify Targets for Transit Follow-up
for the Minerva Telescope Array Using the Python Programming Language
Kit Fieldhouse
Hellgate High School
Missoula, MT
ABSTRACT
For the past decade, the field of astronomy has been largely dominated by the young
field of exoplanet science. There are two main methods of exoplanet detection: the
radial velocity method and the transit method. The radial velocity method of detection
is possible because an orbiting planet causes its star to maintain a slight wobble
around a center of mass. Spectrographic data taken from such a star reveals a slight
red to blue shift pattern as the star moves toward and away from earth-based observers during its wobble. The transit method utilizes the fact that a transiting exoplanet will cause a slight dip in the apparent magnitude of its star as the planet
moves between the star and an observer. While these methods can be used in
isolation, taking transit measurements on an exoplanet that has recorded radial
velocity measurements, in a process known as transit follow-up, can be used to
approximate its density and thus infer the physical
characteristics of the exoplanet.
Minerva will be an array of small aperture telescopes
on the leading edge of the ground-based telescope
field. The goal of the programs detailed by this paper
is to provide a framework to select targets for transit
follow-up. These targets can then be sent to a queue
program that, once complete, will create a queue of
observations for the array. Filtering for viable targets
is reached in three main steps: 1) solving for total
transit time, 2) extraction, and 3) filtration. These
programs have been and will continue to be used by
the Minerva array to select targets.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

The Effects of Wireworms on Treated Wheat Seeds
Jessica Goodman
Wilbur High School
Wilbur, WA
Scholarship Recipient: $1000 towards admission to college of choice
ABSTRACT
Wireworms haven’t always been a main pest on a farmer’s radar in the Northwest. The
wireworm has been a pest in cereal grains for more than 150 years. Misdiagnosis of
wireworms is a very common mistake made by farmers; many see the problem as poor
weed control, still born disease, poor seed treatment, and think it can’t be wireworms due
to their high insecticide rates. Farmers all over the world use new and old seed treatments to protect their crops from pests, soil borne diseases, general seed rot, and more.
Cruiser Maxx, Gaucho and Dividend Extreme are three of
the seed treatments that were tested on their effectiveness
to prevent wireworm damage. Each seed was pre-treated
and sent by Aaron Esser, WSU Extension Agent and qualified scientist to Wilbur High School, and each type of seed
came in individually sealed and labeled bags. From day 1
to day 3 there was no visible growth (NVG) in any of the
test plots. A two-tailed t-test was used to compare the
three variables. There was no significant difference between the three variables. The data of the Cruiser Maxx
was not significantly different that that of Gaucho. The results are important to farmers, Bayer, Syngenta, consumers, general public, and anyone concerned to in the effects
of chemicals on the environment.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

Age of Attaining License’s Impact on Driving Performance
Tara Hazeltine
Sentinel High School
Missoula, MT
ABSTRACT
Teenagers are the most dangerous drivers. They simply lack the experience and
good driving habits that develop later in life. Many states have different ages at which
teenagers are eligible for licensure, ranging from 14 to 17. This study focused on
determining if 15-year old first-year drivers were more
likely to get into an accident than 16 or 17-year old
first-year drivers. A survey was handed out to students in a Montana high school, and first-year crash
rates were compared, as well as crash rates for more
experienced drivers. It was found that crash rates
among the different license ages were not significantly different. A teen’s risky driving behaviors were also converted into a scale and compared to accident
rates and license age to try and find a relationship. It
was found that riskier behaviors were higher in teens
that were licensed at younger ages. Montana crash
rates from the survey were compared to crash rates
from Michigan and Arizona. Montana was found to
have significantly higher crash rates, most likely due
to a difference between the rural states and the urban
states.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

Isolation of a Virus that Infects Acinetobacter Baumannii: Pathway to a Non-Antibiotic Treatment
Jeremy Heng
Hellgate High School
Missoula, MT
ABSTRACT
Multidrug-resistant bacteria are a significant healthcare problem and will continue to be
in the foreseeable future. Lysogenic bacteriophage (prophage) have been shown to
contribute to virulence and multidrug resistance in bacteria. A novel lysogenic bacteriophage of multidrug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii 19606 was induced from the
bacterium using Mitomycin C. The bacteriophage morphology resembles characteristics specific to the Siphoviridae family. The bacteriophage genome is linear, doublestranded DNA that consists of approximately 17,650 base pairs. Transmission electron
microscopy showed that the phage has a flexible tail and a non-enveloped icosahedral
head. The phage has an average head (capsid) length of 52 nanometers (nm), head
width of 42 nm, tail length of 183 nm, and tail width of
eight nm (n=5). Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) revealed six major proteins bands within the bacteriophage, with an especially
prominent protein of 42 kD termed Protein E. The purified
bacteriophage was determined to be non-lytic (avirulent)
against two clinical isolates of A. baumannii, a clinical isolate of A. lwoffii and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, indicating
a very specific host range. The future of this research is to
determine whether the prophage of this bacteriophage
contributes genes to A. baumannii 19606 that enhance
resistance to antibiotics and virulence of this pathogen by
mapping the genome of the induced bacteriophage which
would further scientific knowledge of the importance of
bacteriophage in the evolution of bacterial species.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

The Analysis of the Binding of the Rift Valley Fever Virus
Nucleocapsid Protein to an Intergenic RNA Stem-loop
Madeleine Keiper
Hellgate High School
Missoula, MT
ABSTRACT
Rift Valley fever virus (RVFV) is a mosquito-borne pathogen that causes mild to severe
illness with a mortality rate of 1%- 3% in humans and causes abortion of almost 100%
of fetuses and neonates in livestock. Research involving inhibiting the binding of a protein in RVFV, Nucleocapsid protein (N), to viral RNA suggests promising possibilities
for treatment options. This study strives to determine whether an RNA stem-loop structure binds with affinity to N, and what sequence or structural properties of the stemloop are important contributors to its affinity for N. If factors that lead to the binding affinity between the RNA stem-loop and N protein are identified, these factors can be
used to inhibit the binding between these two structures which would inhibit the viral
infection of RVFV. An RNA stem-loop was created that contained the same sequence as the stem-loop in RVFV through
amplification. Next, the plasmid was digested to remove all
DNA material that was not included within the steml-oop, the
stem-loop was transcribed to RNA, the 5’ end of the RNA was
radiolabeled, and finally a Filter Binding Assay was conducted
to assess how well the stem-loop RNA bound to N. The stemloop RNA bound with promising affinity to N suggesting the
possibility for a future treatment for RVFV. Future experimentation will involve designing and creating IGR RNAs that include
alterations from the original IGR RNA. These altered RNAs will
be tested to identify their respective affinities to N protein which
can help determine the factors that lead to the binding affinity
of N protein and IGR RNA.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

Do Steller’s Jays Respond Differently to Visual and Auditory
Predator Cues?
Dylan MacAurthur-Waltz
Hellgate High School
Missoula, MT
Scholarship Recipient: $500 towards admission to college of choice
ABSTRACT
Alarm calls are a common adaptation in prey animals to reduce risk of predation.
Steller’s Jays are prey birds that produce 16 known calls, but whose alarm call behavior is not fully understood. The comparison between responses to auditory and visual
predator cues has not been directly studied. This study used Robo-raptors
(mechanized, taxidermied birds of prey) to expose Steller’s Jays at feeders to realistic
visual predator cues. Vocal responses and latency to resume foraging were recorded.
This study identified the wah call as the primary Steller’s
Jay alarm call, and found that the jays produced more wah
calls per minute in response to high threat visual stimuli
(Northern Goshawk and Sharp-shinned Hawk compared to
Northern Pygmy Owl and Townsend’s Solitaire). No difference was observed between latency to resume foraging in
response to visual predator cues versus existing data on
latency for auditory cues. Steller’s Jays produced significantly more wah calls per minute in response to predatory
versus non-predatory stimuli. The wah response observed
to different species of predators indicates that Steller’s Jays
are capable of a sophisticated alarm response based on
perceived threat. The lack of difference between visual and
auditory conditions indicates that Steller’s Jays are capable
of gaining similar information about predators from either
type of cue.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

ELISA Based Home Allergy Test
Rachel Matheison
Spokane Valley Tech
Spokane Valley, WA
ABSTRACT
Children receive medical attention for a variety of reasons, but one of the most common is due to an allergic reaction. Reactions of this sort occur when a foreign substance enters your body, this substance is something that
would not be harmful normally, but your immune system perceives this substance to be a threat and releases antibodies
in the form of immunoglobulin E. These particular antibodies
travel to cells that release histamines which cause the symptoms often associated with allergies. In an attempt to remedy
the problem of children suffering from surprise allergic responses, I researched the necessary steps in manufacturing
an at home allergy test that would be readily available to
families of young children. This test would aid in identifying
allergies before they would have to be discovered by accident.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

An In Vitro Toxicological Comparison of C60 to Graphite in
Yeast Cells
Jonathan Meyersberg
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
The only thing currently preventing fullerene medicines from being developed and
put on shelves is its inconclusive effects on living organisms. Some studies have
concluded that fullerene has a low toxicity and causes little repercussions in organisms. Not only can it absorb in the body but it also can get filtered out without harm
(Doi, Hagiwara, Hirose, Kato, Koizumi, Kubota, Nishimura, Ono, Takahashi 2011).
Other studies conclude the opposite, after subjecting embryos to fullerene, the embryos would either go through cell death, or grow with undeveloped and or deformed
structures (Harper, Tanguay, Usenko, 2007). Both the beneficial and negative properties of C60 are often compared to other fullerene compounds but no other allotropes of carbon. Carbon having a wide range of physical and chemical properties
form compounds like sugar to pure carbon structures
like diamond. Subjecting C60 to different organisms
has yielded both beneficial and detrimental effects.
What this project tests is if C60 will have the same effects on a cell as a different pure source of carbon.
Graphite which is found commonly in substances from
pencil lead to lubrications is the allotrope used. Yeast
cells are often used as a model for toxicity assays.
This is because it is a simple eukaryote that is easy to
grow, cost effective, and is easily genetically manipulated. If C60 is proven to be no more harmful than
graphite to the yeast cells it may be considered safe to
use for medical applications. C60 has the potential to
cure and or treat various diseases in new ways that
could prove to be both cheaper and more efficient.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

Investigating the Role of prp-17 in Maintaining Fertility in Caenorhabditis Elegans
Preston Novak
Hellgate High School
Missoula, MT
Scholarship Recipient: $750 towards admission to college of choice
ABSTRACT
Caenorhabditis elegans hermaphrodites use stem cells to reproduce. The proliferation
of these stem cells is controlled in a large part by the gene fbf-2, (one of the FBF
genes) an RNA-binder that downregulates other genes to prevent premature differentiation and subsequent loss of stem cells. fbf-2 interacts with multiple cofactors to perform this function, and the goal of this research was to identify more of them. RNAi assays were used to identify potential cofactors, and the gene prp-17 displayed a strong
likelihood of being functionally related to fbf-2. Analysis of
the germlines of rrf-1;fbf-1 mutant worms that had lost prp17 showed Masculinization of the Germline to be the phenotype of prp-17 removal. While this is the phenotype of
FBF disruption, another explanation exists for this behavior. Sterility assays were run using a prp-17 treatment on
worm mutants rrf-1;fbf-1 and rrf-1;fbf-2, producing results
supporting the hypothesis that prp-17 may provide its own
regulatory input, separable from fbf-2 function. Gene expression analysis and more DNA staining assays are
needed to come to a definitive conclusion as to whether or
not prp-17 is an fbf-2 cofactor. Further analysis of prp-17
as a regulator of stem cell proliferation independent of FBF
is also needed.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

Designing an eDNA Assay for River Otter Detection in Streams
Ticha Padgett-Stewart
Hellgate High School
Missoula, MT
ABSTRACT
Environmental DNA (eDNA) is a highly promising field of survey science that hasn’t
been fully explored on mammalian species. The river otter (Lontra canadensis) is a
prime candidate for testing eDNA’s uses and limitations with mammals. In this study,
an eDNA primer was designed that fully amplifies river otter DNA , but does not amplify the DNA of any other species, including those that are closely related. Candidate primer sets were generated using the computer programs BioEdit 7.2.5 ,
Mega6, eprimer3 , and Life Technologies. Once primer set possibilities were
identified, those with the most base pair differences in non-target species were selected and purchased. Then, using qPCR techniques, two primer sets (OTTER_2
and OTTER_3) were tested against 13 target DNA samples and 17 varying nontargets. Both primer sets were effective in amplifying
all target species, but also amplified many non-target
species in later PCR cycles. An internal probe was
therefore designed to add specificity for the OTTER_2 primer set. The probe was not as effective as
decreasing non-target amplification as hypothesized,
which led to the prediction that the samples themselves may have been contaminated with river otter
DNA. To test this, the non-targets that amplified despite the additional probe were re-extracted and run
through qPCR with the OTTER_2 primer set, and the
non-target amplicons were sequenced. When sequenced the resulting amplified DNA was determined
to be otter and not non-target, meaning the assay’s
specificity is sufficient and contamination of the samples was causing continued non-target amplification.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

The Effects of Fat Micelles on the Permeability of Filters
Zachary Rost
Rogers High School
Spokane, WA
Scholarship Recipient: WSU College of Science $2000
ABSTRACT
The purpose of the experiment was to determine whether or not bacteria could bypass
the filters in the food purification processes when combined with fat micelles. It was hypothesized that when filtering the bacteria with different types of oil which would provide the fat micelles, the likelihood that the bacteria would make its way through the
filter would increase because the oil would cause the filter to become more permeable,
allowing for more of the bacteria to pass through. It was decided that in order to test
this hypothesis, the experiment would need to entail a
use of staphylococcus epidermidis combined with different types of oil and run the mixtures through some standard purification filters in order to access the accuracy of
the hypothesis. After completing the experiment, the results showed that the staphylococcus epidermidis was
only able to pass through the filters when the bacteria
was in a mixture of the distilled water and the different
types of oil rather than the staphylococcus epidermidis
being in the distilled water. These findings show that the
fat micelles in the oils have a direct cause of the staphylococcus epidermidis being able to pass through the filters.
This conclusion supports the experimental hypothesis
that fat micelles would increase the permeability of the
filter and allow the staphylococcus epidermidis bacteria to
pass through.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

Liberation of Free Fatty Acids from TAG Storage and Acetyl
CoA Production in Epididymal Sperm
Ryan Schaffer
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
The research presented in this paper investigates the liberation of fatty acids and
glycerol from triacylglycerol molecules in mouse sperm, as well as the levels of acetyl-CoA in the sperm that were allowed to swim for one hour. Using commercially
available kits which included the Lipolysis Assay Kit for both free glycerol and free
fatty acids, as well as the Sigma-Aldrich Acetyl-Coenzyme A Assay Kit to detect and
measure acetyl-CoA levels. The experiments were conducted and observations were
made for mouse sperm that were allowed to swim for one hour versus the control
sperm that were not given time to swim. It was discovered
from the comparison of one hour and the control sperm
that fatty acid levels in the one hour sperm tripled and the
glycerol levels increased slightly as well. This suggests
that the sperm are separating the fatty acid chains from
the glycerol molecules and are theorized to be using the
fatty acids for β-oxidation or potentially another cellular
process such as repairing the lipid-bilayer of the cell. With
the acetyl-CoA experiment however, a decrease in acetylCoA levels was observed which is theorized to be due to
the fatty acids being used for β-oxidation. Further
investigations would be to measure if sperm produces
ketone bodies, a by-product of β-oxidation and to use
pharmaceutical agents to halt β-oxidation and observe
changes in bioenergetics of sperm.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

Do Breeding Female Long-Eared Owls and their Young Produce
a Chemical or Group of Chemicals that Differ from Males?
Maria TeSoro
Sentinel High School
Missoula, MT
ABSTRACT
It has been noted that the female Long-eared owls (Asio otus) and their chick’s fecal
matter smells distinctly worse than that of a males, but only during the breeding season. Both during the breeding season and the non-breeding season, the owls’ main
source of food is 90% voles. Therefore, there is another factor that has changed the
smell. All birds have raised hormones during breeding season; and these hormones
can create higher levels of chemicals present in the animal. The smell of the breeding
season fecal matter is very similar to a rotted fruit smell, specifically grapes, the nonbreeding season has a very slight odor that is hard to detect. Interestingly, the chemical
methyl anthranilate has a very similar smell to the breeding season. Methyl anthranilate
is part of the Tryptophan chemical pathway. Fecal samples were collected during both the non-breeding season
and the breeding season. The fecal matter was analyzed
using a GC-MS. GC-MS tests were run on two different
days. The results from the first day of tests showed a significant peak of methyl anthranilate. However, these results did not correspond with the tests run on a latter day.
Fragments of compounds could be seen in the samples,
yet it was determined that the breeding season samples
were too volatile to keep for more than a couple of days
before decomposing. Due to this new samples are being
extracted and tested.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

The Effect of Auditory Verbal Hallucinations on Various Regions
of the Brain
Emma Vasilj
Mead High School
Mead, WA

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this experiment was to find out whether the presence of auditory verbal hallucinations had a notable effect on various regions of the brain. A group of test
subjects from ages fifteen to forty-seven (n = 24) were given a total of four tests. The
tests were taken once in quiet and once with an auditory hallucination simulator. After the experiment was completed, it was discovered two of the tests, the parietal
lobe test and the temporal lobe test, were statistically significant. The parietal lobe
test was the most statistically significant, but the thalamus test had the largest difference in mean scores, which led to the conclusion that these are two areas that are
the most significantly affected by the presence of the hallucinations. Subjects were
considerably less efficient at taking the tests when they were exposed to the auditory
hallucination simulator. For future experiments, it is recommended that more specific
tests be used, such as tests that focus on Broca’s Area or Wernicke’s Area as opposed to a broader region of the brain.
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Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Presentation

The Effects of Mixing Yellow Jacket Venom with Bermuda Grass
Protein and the Implications for Immunotherapy Drugs
Bradley Walling
Rogers High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigative research and experimental project is to explore the future and viability of designer drugs, individualized medications specifically tailored to a patient’s needs, in the field of immunotherapy
pharmaceutical production. I hypothesize that the degradation of the proteins will be significant enough to the
point where, without further action taken, combining
such differently structured proteins will result in an overall ineffective immunotherapy drug. The data for this
project is collected through two different protein assays,
Isoelectric Focusing (IEF) and Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-Page). After careful analysis, the results showed that without further research, this form of
designer drugs is not possible due to the large and rapid
amount of degradation found in the samples after each
time point.
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Non-Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Innovative Work—Poster

The Doc Bear
Mackenzie Beier
Cassidy Freeman
Madison Flint
Spokane Valley Tech
Spokane Valley, WA
ABSTRACT
Teddy bears are a favorite toy for many children, male or female, very young or very
old. Appointments with the local pediatrician, however, are not fun or popular. Doctor’s appointments are often stressful and drawn out because the children don’t cooperate out of fear. The Doc Bear is an alternate solution to visiting the doctor every
time your child complains of an ear infection. A teddy bear with otoscopes in the
paws, the Doc Bear, keeps the child focused and calm while the parent(s) can examine the ears. After practice with a doctor and frequent ear checks at home, parents can become
more accurate at discerning the difference between ear infections, fussy children, and more
severe illnesses.
Studies have proven teddy bears to be appealing
and comforting to children of all ages and genders. A teddy bear is often one of the first toys a
child receives and becomes a comfort item for
many years after. By incorporating medical practice and a common item children draw support
from, a positive association of self care and medicine will result. Early positive introduction into
medicine will allow children to better care for
themselves for the rest of their lives.
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Non-Scholarship Track—Superior Awards
Career Pathway—Presentation

Physical Therapy Career
Rebecca Biddison
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
This paper explores the career of physical therapy.
Physical therapists work to help patients recover from
injuries or surgeries and return them to their former levels of functioning, or even better. Physical therapists
have an extensive knowledge of science such as biology
and chemistry as well as knowledge in business and patient care. In my exploration, I job shadowed and interviewed Stephanie Ota, a physical therapist who works at
an outpatient clinic in the Spokane area. I also interviewed Pete Teeple and Craig Henneberry, who are also
physical therapists, and Teagan Norton, a physical therapy school student.
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eFountain
Sydney Collins
Trinity Moore
Olivia Lord
West Valley City School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
Drinking fountains are not routinely cleaned, making them vulnerable for diseases
and pathogens to thrive. We undertook this project because the fountain that resides
at our school is very filthy and inefficient, and we have witnessed many people putting their mouth on the spigot. We believed the water fountain would be dirtier than
the toilet at our school, because it is a better breeding ground for bacteria. We took
samples from two drinking fountain surfaces and a toilet. Many harmful diseases
were discovered, proving the need for the eFountain. We discovered Staphylococcus
aureus, black mold, green mold and yeast. These are health concerns. The eFountain is an innovative way to drink water, equipped with many great improvements
from the outdated
fountains.
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AADA
Max Delsid
Connor Hawkes
Riverpoint Academy
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
AADA is a project aimed at improving people's athletic abilities through autonomous
aerial data collection and by providing live feedback to the user based on collected data. Athletes constantly look for better ways to improve their athletic ability. Our product
allows users to collect realtime data and get visual and auditory feedback to help improve specific posture or body movements. The feedback engine will continuously
learn about you and how your body works to give you suggestions on a more personal
level. We are making a quadcopter that will fly along with the athlete and collect data
using onboard sensory equipment. The sensors will feed into a Raspberry Pi for interpretation. The data will then be sent over bluetooth to the user's iPhone or Apple Watch
and present the data, along with feedback in the form of visual graphs and charts. Our
goal for this project is to design and build a fully autonomous quadcopter, program a
Raspberry Pi for data interpolation and bluetooth pairing, and planning development of
iPhone and Apple Watch apps. Multiple tests will be done to calibrate the program to
the individual's movement. Tweaks and adjustments will be made based on results and
or errors we come across
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Physician Assistant Career Exploration
Kaley Dugger
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
Physician Assistants are healthcare professionals that assess, test, diagnose, and
treat patients under the supervision of one or more physicians. They may work in any
field of medicine and are trained to have general knowledge of human anatomy,
function, and disorders. I conducted an exploration of this career by researching information online and interviewing certified PAs, Tod Fleming and James Annis, along
with PA student, Eileen McNulty. Additionally, I took part in a job shadowing of Tod
Fleming to gain understanding of the daily work that
PAs do. Through my extensive investigation, I discovered the outstanding outlook for a growing career like
Physician Assisting, learned how rigorous and rewarding the road to becoming a PA is, and gained valuable
insight into what the PA-patient relationship looks like.
PAs are a valuable asset to healthcare today and going
forward because they’re a cheaper and faster-trained
alternative to physicians. Their daily work with patients
is greatly comparable to that of a physician and the supervision they require doesn’t hinder their ability to work
independently. The training they receive provides them
with a wide scope of knowledge, allowing them to work
in a variety of fields. It’s a competitive field, fit only for
those determined and ready to work hard.
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Veterinary Medicine
Rachel Dutton
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to get an inside look into the career of veterinarians; gaining knowledge into a major I’m interested in pursuing. Through a process of
internet research, interviews, and job shadowing, I now have a better understanding of
the profession. I interviewed one college professor from the University of Idaho, two
practicing veterinarians at two different small animal clinics, and job shadowed at another small animal clinic. From my research, I found that it is very competitive to even
make it into veterinary school because of the small amount of vet schools. The education curriculum is STEM based except for university required English and humanities
classes. Veterinarians could not do their jobs without teams, working with their vet assistants and vet techs for daily appointments, and then
with a licensed technician and surgical assistant on days
that they perform surgeries. The job outlook expands
every year as a result of increasing populations that
have pets in their homes. Most of the difficult situations
that veterinarians face are client driven like payment or
cases of abuse and neglect. Veterinarian medicine is
very diverse and branches out into many different areas
to make a career in like small animal practices, zoos, research between human and animal diseases, and many
more. After my investigation I am confident this is a profession I could work in and be happy. This is an important career now and will remain to be in the future because our society loves and will pay more to care for
their furry friends as the years continue to pass in not
just the US but other countries.
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Pharmaceutical Occupations and Education
Faith Gould
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to explore the pharmacy career and the different aspects of what it means to be a pharmacist.
By comparing a retail pharmacist to a pharmacist at the Sacred
Heart Anticoagulation and Pharmacotherapy Clinic, I discovered
that the social stereotypes of what it means to be a pharmacist is
extremely incorrect. Though retail pharmacists do perform the
task of dispensing and prescribing medication to customers, I
learned that clinical pharmacists work on a more one on one level,
working with each patient individually to make sure their health
needs are met. The pharmacists working in the clinic check all patient medications, medical charts, examine their diet and make
changes to their lifestyle necessary to improve their medical
needs.
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Sports Medicine
Sarah Hope
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
Sports Medicine is the science aspect in sports. It ranges
from training to treatment of injuries. As I explored this career I really took an interest in being a Sports Physician.
What really helped me determine this was my job shadow
experience and meeting all the persons in this field. When
I job shadowed I got to feel like I was an athletic trainer
and I loved the feeling I also found all the classes I would
need to take interesting. When I met all the interviewee’s I
decided that everyone was passionate about their job and
I would really like to feel the same way they feel about
their jobs about my future job.
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Skyglow in the Inland NW
Avery Hughes
Home Schooled
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
Skyglow is the amount of natural or manmade light in the sky at night. It affects how
many stars one can see with the naked eye. I decided to test the skyglow in the Spokane area to see how severe it is and to contribute my data to the knowledge of skyglow in the Inland Northwest. Skyglow can affect the movement of nocturnal creatures and their migrations. My hypothesis is that there will more skyglow in the city of
Spokane compared to rural locations. I wanted to add to
the general knowledge of skyglow and contribute to the
national databases. The first thing I did to get started was
download the ImageJ program onto my computer and
determine the places where I would be taking the pictures. Next I took a specific set of control pictures so I
would have a starting point to compare to the actual
stars. I inputted the base pictures pixel value into two
graphs that I had created. Pixel value tells you the exact
amount of skyglow in the sky. After taking all of my star
pictures, I compared them to my control photos and
found my hypothesis was not one hundred percent correct. The data shows that Spokane is the brightest location, but my shooting location at a lakeside cabin was the
darkest and not the country location as I had originally
expected to be the darkest. This being said, Spokane
does not really have too much skyglow compared to the
eastern seaboard. I really enjoyed this project and was
happy with the outcome.
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The Effects of Temperature and pH on the Allergenic Extraction
Efficiency of Sweet Vernal Grass
Khoi Ha
Truong Nguyen
Rogers High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
Allergenic extraction requires the isolation of the specific protein responsible for allergic
reactions in raw material. The process of extracting, diluting, and filtering these proteins
to create a vaccine takes from 18 to 30 hours. This experiment attempts to find methods of increasing protein extraction efficiency in order to compensate for the current
rise in demands for vaccines. This experiment involves letting the protein extraction of
Anthoxanthum odoratum (sweet vernal grass) occur with 53.5% Glcero-cocas solution
(1:12 ratio) under modified conditions of pH and temperature in order to test their impacts on extraction rates. Samples were taken at different time intervals in order to
monitor continuous rate of protein extraction. Protein samples were centrifuged and filtered twice through 5 micrometers and 0.8 micrometers syringetip filters. The samples
were then later tested through a Bradford’s assay with Albumin Standard Ampule protein standards in order to determine the protein concentration. Results show that under
both acidic and basic pH settings the rate of protein extraction decreased noticeably.
However, results also indicate that the above room temperature samples has slightly
increased protein extraction rate, although not enough to support a definite conclusion.
Conclusions therefore indicate that the optimal conditions for protein extraction is under
neutral pH and at room temperature.
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Psychology and Neurology
Haley Hill
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
Eight months ago I chose neurology and psychology
as my career exploration subject. In the beginning research for this complication of information I found that
neurology and psychology might be different things,
but they essentially share the same subject spectrum.
While neurology focuses more on the mechanical
workings of the brain, psychology interprets the outcome of how the brain functions, and how that translates into our own thoughts and actions. I interviewed a
clinical psychologist, a professor that doubles as a clinical researcher, two neuro unit nurses, and sat in on
several college lectures on various subjects ranging
from chemistry, to biology, to neurology. To be successful in a career such as this you must have the ability to problem solve, interpret, and deal delicately with
people and their personal struggles. From the evidence
that I have gained throughout this study, I have determined that I would very much enjoy and be successful
in this career.
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The Effect of Cell Phone Use on Reaction Time
Karlee Maioho
Wilbur High School
Wilbur, WA
ABSTRACT
The amount of teenagers in America that own cell phones is 78%. As technology advanced, it became more of a distraction; especially to teenagers. Young drivers make
up 14% of all drivers in the U.S. Drivers between the ages of 15-24 are considered
young. 75% of all drivers use their phones while in motion. During the few seconds
used to send a text, a car could turn into the path of travel, one could run a red light, or
something else could occur causing an accident. The time it takes someone to sense
an issue, and react to it is their reaction time. To test the hypothesis, an experiment
was created. To collect quantitative data, a Verner LabQuest Photogate and laser was
used. The photogate was connected to the LabQuest device and the device recorded
the times that the beam becomes blocked and unblocked. The variable in this experiment was the use of a cell phone. As the trials were conducted, one obvious trend observed was the controlled trials were faster timed than the experimental trials. A controlled trial of the experiment was run, and the average attentive reaction was 0.65945
seconds. The average reaction time with the cell phone as a distraction was 1.11007
seconds. The hypothesis was accepted because the reaction times of the participants
while using their cell phones was significantly slower than their attentive reaction times.
The data supports that using a cell phone while driving a car can be dangerous.
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Pediatric Nurse Practioner
Miriam Manzo
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
The career of a pediatric nurse practitioner is one that takes a lot of hard work and
dedication, but it definitely pays off in the long run. The education required to successfully become a nurse practitioner is a long and difficult path to take, but once
embraced it can become an extremely fruitful and
giving career that changes lives and makes a huge
difference to children; the future of our world. The
investigation I conducted had me realize just how
important this career is in this country, as well as
all it takes to be a successful nurse practitioner.
Those that I interviewed were very enthusiastic
and passionate about their career choice, the bottom line after all their interviews was that they all
love working with children and their parents in order to raise healthy and happy children as well as
educating their loving parents. To conclude, after
the investigation and all the interviews I conducted
I have decided that I would definitely like to pursue
the career of a pediatric nurse practitioner.
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Surgical Sternum Retractor
Trevor Mertens
Spokane Valley Tech
Spokane Valley, WA
ABSTRACT
Current surgical spreaders do not meet a wide range of size
for the various patients that need surgery. To meet the demand in patient sizes means an increase in inventory of at
least a child and an adult spreader. The model presented in
my project will have all the same capabilities, in terms of durability and easy handling, as the other retractors; however, this
design provides a range of size changes and structural curvature that improves where the blade heads hold in the fourth
intercostal space and how many different size patients can
use the same spreader. I came to a design conclusion after
being inspired by an umbrella arm, how it collapses and extends per section, and found I could use the same simple
technology for a retractor in surgery. The results on solid
works confirmed my theory as the digital model showed how
three sections of the arm portion could easily expand and hold
their integrity once expanded. Information about existing retractors and that their blueprint have not changed or varied
unlike almost every other surgical tool. For that reason I challenged myself to target this one unchanged device and inspire
a new surgical retractor distinct from any before it.
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The Effectiveness of Disinfectants on Bacteria
Laura Mertens-Plowman
Cheney High School
Cheney, WA
ABSTRACT
The purpose of my study was to find out if disinfectants
really kill 99.9% of bacteria like it says on the containers. I
hypothesized that the disinfectant I used would not kill
99.9% of bacteria on different surfaces. I took samples of
bacteria with a cotton swab and placed them on a petri
dish with agar on it. Next I wiped the surface with disinfectant and took another sample with a cotton swab placing them in a different petri dish. My finding showed that
the disinfectant I used did not kill 99.9% of bacteria on all
the surfaces I tested with a range of 8.11% killed to
91.7% killed. With an average of 40.276% killed.
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Career Focus: Dentistry
Lauren Miller
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
The career of dentistry is centered on care and treatment of the oral cavity. Dentists
work in the diagnosis of issues and disease as well as constant preventative treatments.
Through my investigation I was enlightened with a furthered understanding of the career
and its contributions to society. Dentists’ work takes an immense amount of precision
and detail to create a product that will please the patient. They take a prominent role in
their patients’ lives due to the ongoing interactions they continue throughout their lives.
This is often their favorite part about the entire career. I interviewed Dr. James Hoppe,
Dr. Becky Coombs, and University of Washington medical student Christina Tolley.
Their responses were tremendous in furthering my understanding of the career and
what it takes to get to that point. This career contains a lot of responsibilities with dental
duties, patient satisfaction, and business responsibilities. I could not be more impressed
by the people in this career and would love to someday join them as a fellow dentist.
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Physical Therapy
Meghan Palmer
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project was to explore the career of physical therapy through many sources including interviews of people in the field, primary online sources, and personal experience through job shadowing a local physical therapist. This
paper includes information about physical therapy such as
how to become one, the settings that they work in, what they
do on a daily basis, and some of the science behind things
they do. Physical therapy is a health care profession where
therapists help patients with physical problems of all ranges.
Their goal is to use different types of therapy to help the patient heal. At the conclusion of this project I found all of the
new information to be interesting and helpful in terms of showing me that this is a very interesting career that I would love to
pursue in my future.
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Measuring Global DNA Methylation in Radiographed Blood
Samples
James Stenslie
Sentinel High School
Missoula, MT
ABSTRACT
DNA samples obtained from the University of Montana were measured using the LUMA
assay to determine if radiation dose levels had an effect on the percentage of DNA
methylation in tested samples. Further understanding in the effect of radiation on the
epigenome could contribute to the understanding of certain genetic diseases. The DNA
samples were prepared and measured using the LUMA Assay Protocol. In the experiment the T-test (for continuous variables) and x² test (for categorized variables) were
used to examine the differences between radiographers and controls. Spearman’s rank correlation analysis was performed to test the inter-correlation of independent variables and the relationship between methylation levels. In the results
the data proved to be inconclusive whether radiation had an effect on DNA methylation. Possible
anomalies in this experiment could be due to limited number samples, small volume in samples
size, dietary factors, or date of exposure. For
more conclusive results in later experimentation,
a larger number of samples and more information
on the donors diet over a long period of time
could prove to be significant.
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Cardiology
Isabella Sturgeon
Ferris High School
Spokane, WA
ABSTRACT
Cardiology is a section of medicine specifically focused on abnormalities and diseases of the heart. A cardiologist diagnoses various heart and cardiovascular diseases
and treats them. After interviewing and job shadowing Dr. Douglas Waggoner, MD,
and Dr. Stephen Thew ,MD, the conclusion reached was that becoming a cardiologist requires an immense amount of dedication, drive and focus. Cardiologists have
to be able to think quickly and problem solve to create a plan of action and solution
for the patient. While there can be fast paced
hospital procedures, they always work in the
office giving exams frequently. These doctors
have to be on call and must be ready at any
hour when they are on call. In addition after
interviewing a third year medical school student, a new perspective of medical school
could be seen. Medical school is always
thought of as very stressful and hard, but
Christina Tolley gave the impression that if
you have a strong work ethic that nothing will
be too overwhelming. All in all cardiology is a
very time consuming career that can be
stressful, but has so many benefits, which
make it a fantastic career to pursue. The doctor to patient relationship is very strong due to
the office checkups and there are a variety of
tasks in everyday work that provides an exciting work environment.
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Allelopathic Potential of Moss Species (Syntrichia ruralis) on Spotted Knapweed Germination and Radicle Growth
Jalyssa Swenson
Sentinel High School
Missoula, MT
ABSTRACT
Since first introduced in the 1890s, the well-known invasive spotted knapweed
(Centaurea stoebe) has spread throughout much of North America. Centaurea stoebe is
especially abundant in Montana. The exotic invader has detrimental effects on its surrounding environment and restoration applications are in high demand to control the
weed. Recent field observations have noted an interesting co-occurrence of this invasive weed and a native moss species (Syntrichia ruralis). This co-occurrence was
looked at further in field surveys during a preliminary study last year. The high abundance of S. ruralis with C. stoebe led me to predict that the moss could be promoting the
growth of the invader. However, the results from my germination experiment at the University of Montana indicated that knapweed germination was in fact inhibited when watered with “moss-tea” (expected to be high in allelopathic phenolic compounds). Now in
the second year of this study, I repeated the inhibitory watering treatment in two different
concentrations and tested the effects of these treatments on knapweed germination and radicle growth.
Overall after 4 days, there was no significant effect on
total knapweed germination. However on day 2, both
concentrations of moss-tea completely inhibited C. stoebe germination. The stronger 10 % concentration continued to inhibit C. stoebe germination by 10% on the
3rd day of the experiment. Additionally, C. stoebe radicle growth was inhibited by 34% with the stronger 10%
concentration and 17% by the 5% concentration. This
study is helpful as a guide for future research involving
interactions between S. ruralis and C. stoebe and may
assist in the development of a natural restoration application that could be used against this invasive weed.
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